
OCCUPATION TIMES FOR MARKOV AND
SEMI-MARKOV CHAINS

BY

HARRY KESTEN(')

1. Introduction. We start with a recurrent, irreducible Markov chain

To, Yi, • • ■ with a denumerable state space, say the integers, and n step

transition probabilities P¡"j, and define a sequence Po, Pi, • • • of non-

negative random variables which represent the time spent in the ith state.

More precisely we assume that there exists a set of distribution functions

Hj(t),j = 0, ±1, ■ ■ ■ such that(2)

k

P{Toúto,---,Tkúk\ Yo =jo, Yi=ji, F2 =/2, • • • } = II BJt(f.).
<-o

We then put

Y(l) = Yk   if     Y,Ti<tzzJ2 Ti.
t-0 t=0

The process Y(t) jumps at the time E*-o Ti, k = 0, 1, • • • , and is constant

between jumps. Y(t) is a semi-Markov chain. Our definition is somewhat

narrower than the one of Smith in [15] but the case of [15] can be reduced

to ours (cf. remarks after (3.4) and after Theorem 3). If the functions H,(t)

are exponential distributions then Y(t) becomes an ordinary Markov chain

with continuous time. If Hj(t) gives probability one to the value one then

l = Po=Pi= • • • and the process becomes equivalent to a Markov chain

with discrete time.

Let V(j) be some function on the integers. We shall be interested in the

occupation time problem i.e. the study of the limiting behavior of Ei-o V( Yi)

and f%V(Y(t))dt. In particular if V is the characteristic function of a set J

of integers

ßw = r v(Y(t))dt
J o

is the occupation time of J up till time X.

For semi-Markov chains with 2 possible states ß(\) was studied by Smith

[15], Lamperti [13] and Takács [16]. Pyke [14] like us, studied the general
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case, and obtained results related to ours. For bona fide Markov processes

the general problem of f\V(Y(t))dt was studied by Darling and Kac [2] for

V(j) = 0. In particular, in the discrete time case, if

(1.1) Hm    {\ ~2)°    i JZ j£W(fl = 00
zîl L(rb) """

for some 0=agl, slowly varying L, and all i with V(i)>0, they obtained

for the limiting distribution of

(1.2) X-"L-1(X) JZV(Yi)
i=.0

a Mittag-Leffler distribution, and an analogous result for the continuous

time case. For positive recurrent Markov chains (discrete time) the occupa-

tion time problem has been practically solved by Doeblin [4], Chung [l]

and Kendall [11 ]. The only interesting case left, as far as Markov chains are

concerned, seems therefore if F can be negative and C = 0 in (1.1) (and if the

chain is null recurrent for discrete time). Dobrusin [6] studied this problem

for the simple random walk on the integers i.e.

P{ Yi+i - Yi = + 1} = P{ Yi+i - Y,; = - 1} = -■

We shall follow the lines of [16]. First we extend the results of [16] to

semi-Markov chains with more than 2 states. By specialization to Markov

chains we then obtain extensions of [2] and [6] which apply also if C in

(1.1) equals zero. Unfortunately, as Dobrusin, we have to restrict ourselves

to functions F which vanish outside a finite set /. For finite J we obtain a

result of the form

P<^— = x\ -* f   F(«y-»(1 - xD)~^)dGi(y)
igW i       J o

(Theorem 1) where g(X), a, ß, D are appropriately chosen, F and Gi are dis-

tribution functions defined in terms of the distributions H¡(t) of the times

To, Ti, • ■ ■ . If M(\) denotes the number of visits to / up till time X and

G2(y) its limiting distribution function after proper normalization, then under

appropriate conditions (Theorem 2)

(1.3) lim P

f  V(Y(t))dt- M(\)B
d 0

- < x

«(X)
=   C 4>(xy-V2)dG2(y)

J 0
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g(\) is a normalization function, cp the standard normal distribution and B a

certain constant. In the case of a discrete time Markov chain for instance

(Theorem 3) ftV(Y(t))dt becomes JZto V(Yi), G2 will be a Mittag-Leffler
distribution and if Cin (1.1) equals zero so does B in (1.3). In case B = 0 (1.3)

takes an especially simple form and this is undoubtedly the most interesting

case for (1.3).

The method of proof is in all cases the same. The random variable under

consideration is shown to be the sum of a random number of random vari-

ables. In §2 we derive the limiting distributions of such a sum if the number

of terms is "almost independent" of the summands themselves. The main

lemmas (§3) show that in our situation "almost independence" really holds

while in §4 we derive the theorems fairly quickly from the lemmas. We end

with an example.

We have tried to obtain relatively simple forms of the theorems by not

insisting on full generality. In principle our methods work for sums of the

form JZV(Yi, F,+i, 7\) as in [14]. To a certain extent one could, as in [16],

also allow wow-identical distributions for the consecutive times spent in a

fixed state. This would require to strengthen the conditions (4.6) and (4.7).

On the other hand it would be desirable to prove our results for functions

V(j) different from zero for infinitely many states. The author has been

unable to prove anything more in this direction than what is mentioned in

the remark to Theorem 3. The results of this paper are uninteresting if the

recurrence times for the states of the process F,- have finite expectations (like

e.g. in a positive recurrent Markov chain). This case has been treated exten-

sively in [14] however. Neither do our methods seem to work for a process

with a nondiscrete state space. In this case one probably has to revert to the

method of moments, similar to [2].

Someone interested in the results only could best skip §2, read the intro-

ductory part of §3 (up till Lemma 2), and then the theorems in the last

section.

The author wishes to thank Professor S. Karlin and Dr. C. J. Stone for

several helpful discussions. Reference [16] was brought to the author's atten-

tion by Professor Karlin, whereas Dr. Stone suggested the usefulness of the

imbedded Markov chain.

2. Sums of a random number of random variables. The result of this sec-

tion is quite intuitive. If the random variables X0, Xi, ■ • • and N would be

strictly independent Lemma 1 is almost obvious (cf. [5]). The lemma below

states that the same formulae hold if N is "almost independent" of A"0,

Xi, ■ ■ ■ .
LetZo, Zi, ■ • ■ be an irreducible finite Markov chain (cf. [8, Chapter 15]

for terminology of Markov chains) with state space {0, 1, • • • , r} and let

there be given (r + 1) distribution functions F0(x), Fi(x), • • • , Fr(x). We

shall consider a sequence of random variables A0, Xi, • ■ • satisfying(2)
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P{ X0 Ú Xo, Xy á *i, ■ • • , Xk & xk I Zo - /o, ¿i = /i, ¿2 = .?2, • • • }

(2-1) A= n */.(*)■
s-0

I.e., given Zo, Zy, • ■ ■   the A"'s are independent and

P{Xii% Xi\Zi=ji) = Fu(Xl).

Repeated use will be made of (positive) normalizing functions f(k) and

h(\) which in all applications are of the form

(2.2) f(k) = kaLt(k), a>0

and

(2.3) A(X) = X'Ii(X),       ß^O, Ä(X) -> °°  as X -> oo

where Ly(k) and ¿2(X) are slowly varying functions. L(t) is called slowly vary-

ing if it is continuous and if L(ct)/L(t)—*1 as t—->«> for all e>0. Notice that it

follows from the properties of slowly varying functions that [7, p. 400 and

the references cited there]

/(Aï) ¿2
(2.4)->0   as-»0, k2>l.

f(ki) ky

Even though several results hold for more general functions we shall restrict

ourselves to this class.

Pi'), G(') and H(-) with or without indices always stand for distribution

functions and convergence of distribution functions is always meant in the

weak sense. Thus expressions like

t->» itx's'}lim P{ E Xi = x\ = F(x)

are only meant to hold for the continuity points of F(x).

Lemma 1. Let Z0, Zy, ■ ■ • be an irreducible finite Markov chain and

Xo, Xy, ■ ■ ■ a sequence of random variables satisfying (2.1) and let N(\) be a

non-negative, integer valued, random variable such that(3)

P{N(\)   £k\Xo,  Xy,  Xt,---,  Zo,  Zy,  Z2,   ■   ■   ■   \

= P{N(\) z%k\Xo,---,Xk,Zo,---,Zk}.

If there exist functions f(k) and h(\) of the form (2.2), (2.3) such that(l)

(3) In the usual terminology, one is given a stopping rule, which determines when to stop

observing the process. The decision to stop or continue after k steps depends on the past k steps

only and not on the future.

(4) In lim*.»; X-.„, both k and X go to infinity in any (dependent or independent) manner.
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(2.6)

then(6)

(2.7)

lim     P
Jfc—*°o : X—» »

Ex,
to o N(X)

^ x & —— ^ y

/(*) Ä(X)
= F(x)-G(y)

NO.)

JZ*i
lim Pi—- <
x->»

If (2.5) holds and

\m-x\=m=fJixr*)iG<y)'

(2.8) lim     P\

r(A(x))

k

JZ Xi — ak

bk"

N(X) - c\
^ x & - - = y !■

dX-*
= F(x)-G(y)

withac^O, 0<a,ß<l, then(«)

(2.9)      lim P

iV(X)

/ . Xj — ac\
í=0

\m«(",í)

,F(*ô-1c-a) if a> ß,

F(xb-1c~") * G(xa~1d-1)        if a = ß,

G(xarH-x)        if a < ß.

Proof. Let us prove (2.7). From (2.6)

lim P

JZ Xi
¿=0

/(*)

S  X F(x).

This is of course independent of the value of Z0 and hence, for any O^j^r

lim P\
fe-»«

JZXi
= x | Zo = j = F(x).

{ f(k)

Thus by (2.4) there exists for every e>0 a 5>0 such that (for any O^j^r)

(2.10)     P

JZXi

fiki)
> e | Zo = j \ = P

JZXi

fik2)
= «- \ Zo = 7

/(**)

<

whenever k2/ki^5, &22:1. Choose S so as to satisfy (2.10) and also such that

the points iS, i=l, 2, • • •  are continuity points of G(y). Define a new ran-

(s) F{xQ~l) is taken to be one if *ä0 and zero if x<0.

(6) y7(KJ-ic-«)*G(M-id-i) is the convolution /^((i-rii-'c^Mja-'i-1). The same

notation for convolution is used in (3.38) and (4.50).
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dorn variable M(\) by

(M(X) = [5A(X)]        ifiV(X) = 5A(X),

\m(\) = [kôh(\)]      if (A - l)SA(X) < 2V(X) á A5A(X), k = 2, 3,

Thus

(2.12) o = jf (x) - ív(x) á aA(x)

and by (2.5) the conditional distribution of Eííwoo+i %*> given Znqo =j is

the same as of Eia'-^' X* given Z0=j. Since Z¿v(x> can take only the values

0, 1, • • • , r it follows from (2.10) and (2.12) that

(2.13) P

M(X) JV(X)

T,Xi-T,Xi
,_0 t-0

/(A(X))
I <

We may therefore restrict ourselves to the study of {/(A(X)) }~1Ei-<o)-^f-

From now on x will be chosen a continuity point of H(x) (H(x) is obviously

a distribution function). Put A¿ = [¿5A(X)]. By (2.6) we can choose an A such

that for all X

E   P{M(K) = Ay} =a.
y-A+i

Then

P

(2.14)

M(\)

T,Xi
t-0

l/(*(x))
*

¿2 Xi

yTi    \/(Ay)

T,Xi

tp\i:
y=i

*/(A(X))
^ ^A_A^1 & jf (x) = k

f(k,)

xf(h(\))

+ 0«

/(^y)

N(\)
& (/ - 1)5 <-< jS

/(Ay) A(X) -y
+ 0e

where |fl| =1. Letting X tend to infinity we get by (2.2) and (2.6)

S F(w){G°'á) " G(0' " m} +F(^r)G(0) -2(

r-M(x)

ZXi
á lim inf P

/(*(X))
^ x \ _ lim sup P

f ATCX)

E*<
t-0

l/(A(X))
S X

PÁw) {g°'ô) "Gi(j -m] +F(^)m + 2e-
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Letting first 5 | 0, then € | O and using (2.13) (2.7) follows. The proof of (2.9)

is very similar if we take into account that JZf~o X, —acX = JZw (A< — a)

+a(A(X)—cX). The details can easily be supplied.

This lemma is quite analogous to the result of [5]. As in [5] one might

also want to consider the cases a = 0, ct^O and aj±0, c = 0 in (2.8). These,

however, do not lead to anything more than the first part of our lemma. E.g.

if a = 0, c?±0, Dobrusin [5] also only uses the consequence "N(X)/cK—>1 in

probability" of (2.8).

Corollary. If Z0, Zi, • • • is a finite irreducible Markov chain and

Xo, Xi, • ■ • a sequence of random variables satisfying (2.1) and, as ¿—>=°

JZi=oXi/k—>Ct¿0 in probability and if (2.5) holds and

(N(X)
lim P;
x^.      U(X)

^y} G(y),

then

lim P\
X-xo

(2.15)

Proof. Putting

(2.16)

one has

woo

JZXi
t-0

< x\ =
h(\)

(G(xC-i)

1 - G(xC~l)

ifOO,

ifC<0.

F(x) -c

lim P\

zZXi

if x ^ 0,

if x < 0,

= F(x - C).

Since F can take only the values zero and one, one easily verifies

lim     P
i-»» :X->°°

JZXi
to N(\)

¿j x & t^— ^ y
ä(X)

lim     P\

JZXi
t-0 ■P

N(\)

U(X)
áy

Ex,

= F(x-C)-G(y).

(2.15) follows then from (2.7).

3. The main lemmas. In this section and the next one Y0, Yi, will
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be a denumerable irreducible recurrent Markov chain. (If one has a chain

which is not irreducible one has to go through the usual method of separating

the state space into several irreducible and one transient part.)

For convenience we identify the state space with the set of integers.

Hj(t) 0 = 0, ± 1> ■ " ' ) will De a set °f distribution functions and To, T\, • • •

a sequence of non-negative random variables satisfying

k

(3.1) P[To è h, ■ ■ ■ , Tk ^ tk\ Y0=jo, Yy =/1( Y2 = j2, ■ ■ ■ } = IJ Hit(t.)
t-0

and

(3.2) Py(O-) = 0.

We construct a semimarkovian process Y(t) by defining

Y(0) = F„,

(3 3) k~1 *

Y(t) = 7*       if E Ti < t £ E Ti.
i-0 i-O

Thus the process starts with F(0) = Yo=jo for some jo. It remains a time P0

in this state. Then it jumps to some state, say j\ with probability

P{ Yy=ji\ Fo=/o}. Given/o, P0 and/i are independent by (3.1). It stays in

j\ a time Pi whose distribution depends on j\ and jumps then to some state

j2, etc. In order to make (3.3) meaningful for every / we have to assume

00

(3.4) E Pt diverges with probability 1.
t-0

The definition of the Y(t) process is almost the same as the definition of a

regular semimarkovian process of Smith in [15]. Our definition may seem

less general since given Yit Ti and Yi+i are independent. The general case

where the distribution of P< may depend on Y i and Yi+y can be reduced to

our case by considering the Markov chain of pairs, Y\ — ( Yit F,+i). With this

definition P,- and Y'i+l are independent if Y¡ is given (cf., however, the re-

marks after Theorem 3).

In addition to the Po, Pi, • • • we consider a sequence of random variables

I^o, Vi, • • • . We assume that there exist two dimensional distribution func-

tions Gj(x, t) (j = 0, ±1, • • ■ ) such that

Hj(t)

•,Tk£tk\Y«= jo,   Yy   = /l,

Fi-jV--} - IICy>ä,/.).
c-0

(3.5) lim Gj(x, t) =
X—► oo

and

P\Voúx0,---,Vki% xk, To ûh,--

(3.6)
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Thus, if the F's are given the F's are independent, the T's are independent

and Vi is independent of T¡ i^j. F,- may, however, be dependent on 7\- or

even be a function of 7\.

We assume that there exists a finite set

J  =   1/0, Jl,   •   •   •  ,jr}

such that Vj is zero with 'probability one for indices j outside /, i.e. (cf.

(2.16))

(3.7) lim Gj(x, t) = F(x)       for all j $ /.
c-»««

Define the successive times

ro < n < • • •

of visits to / by

(3.8) YTj G J   but    F* (£ J       if k is not equal to some r§.

Put

(3.9) Zi = Yr„

(3.10) rx, = Fri.

Zo, Zi, • • • is the imbedded Markov chain with state space J. Its transition

probabilities are given by

Q«,, = P{Zk+i = j„ | Zk = ju}

(3.11)

n—1

= JZ P{ Yn =jv, Yk $ J for 1 ̂  * g w - 11 Fo =./„}.

Since we assumed the original chain irreducible, so is the finite Markov chain

Zo, Zi, • • • . If the stationary probability of ju in the last chain is q(u), then

(cf. [8])

(3.12) q(u) > 0, JZ q(u) = 1, JZ q(u)Q».T = q(v).
u—0 u—0

We introduce in addition

ro-l

(3.13) lFo= ¿Z T¡ (=oiffo = 0),
y-o

(3.14) IF,=     JZ    Ti ( = 0if r, = r,_i + 1).
y-r,_i+l

Wi is the time spent outside / between the tth and (¿ + l)st visit to /.

Finally, KÇK) is defined by
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(3.15)

x(X) ä(X)+i

E Wi < x ̂  E   ^.--
t-0 t-0

We shall be interested in the limiting behavior of sums like

X(X) X(X)

E X« - £ F,.
t-0 t—0

Lemma 2. 7/ (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) are satisfied and if there exist functions

f(k), A(X) of the form (2.2), (2.3) smcA ¿Aa/

(3.16)

(3.17)

a»d, in case c^O a/50

(3.18)

then

lim P

Ë Xi - ak

(K(X) - cX
lim P{ —-
x—     I     A(X)

/(A)

= y}  =

< a; P(*)

G(y) (c è 0, íiwcc P(X) è 0)

A(X)
-»0,

A(X)

(3.19) lim     P\
I—*» ; X—»«

Ë *i - ak

/(A)
= x &

X1'2

P(X) - cX

A(X)
g y   = F(*)-G(y).

Proof. We shall only prove the case where Ct^O, the other case being

quite similar. Consider the imbedded Markov chain Z0, Zy, ■ • •  and let

(3.20)    nk(u, v) = number of indices t, 1 á * => A, for which Z<_i = /„, Z,- = /,.

Define

A(*)Y'*
¿(A)

/a(a)\1/2

Va1'2/ ,;

By (3.18) ¿4(A)—>°° as A—»<» and consequently (e.g. by Theorem 4 in [l])

there exists for every e > 0 a A0 such that

P{q(u)Qu.Ml - A(k)k~1'2) = nk(u, v) = ?(«)Ç..,A(1 + ^(A)A-1'2)}

(       } ^1-,/r2

whenever A —A8. Introduce the abbreviation
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(3.22)

and the event

(3.23) E(x,y,k,\) =

HARRY KESTEN

s = s(y, X) = [cX + yh(\)] + 1

[April

JZ Xi - ak

f(k)
x& | w, - sq(u)Qu,v |

è q(u)Qu,vA(s)s+1i2       for 0 g u, v g r

Then, if sèAo(|0,| úl)

P

JZ Xi - ak
~í ^(X) - cX

Sï&- - <.y
*(X)

#(X) - cX

*(X)
áy| + ffie

(3.24)

f(k)

= P^E(x,y,k,\)&

(K(\) - c\ )
= Pi E(x, y, A, X)} ■ P| ^ y | £(*, y, A, X)|

= P{E(x,y,k,\)}-p{'jZ  Wi^\\E(x,y,k,\)^

k

JZXi- ak

+ 01*

+ 0ie

-P
/(*)

|   E   JF4eX|£(*,y>A,X)Jx|£(*,y,A,X)!> + 202e.

Moreover, because of (3.6), (3.7) and (3.10) one has

P< JZ Wi ^ X ! Ao, A„, • • • , »,(«, p), n2(u, »), • •• ,0 g *, e g ri

(3.25)

= P j E W, è X | w.(«, s)0^«,«grl

In fact, write Hu,v(x) for the conditional distribution of IF< given that Yr._

-ju, Yu=jv i.e.

HuAx) = ~ JZp\JZ Tí g *, F„ -/„ Yk$J for 1 ̂  A g w - 11 F„ = j.l
Qu,t> n=l        I j=l /

= P{Wi ^ x\Z0=ju,Zi=jv}.

Given ns(u, v), O^m, v¿r,  JZ\~i Wi is the sum of  Eosu,»sr n,(u, v) non-

negative random variables. These random variables are independent of IFo,
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each other and of X0, Xy, ■ ■ ■ . Exactly n,(u, v) of these random variables

have distribution function Hu,,(x). Let ñ(u, v) be integers such that

| ñ(u, v) - sq(u)QUlV\   = q(u)Qu,vA(s)s1'2.

Then, by (3.21), if

t = t(y, X) = s(y, X) - 3A(s(y, \))(s(y, X))1'2 = A0,

P{nt(u, v) = ñ(u, v),  0 = w, n _ rj 2; 1 — «

and hence, by the above remarks

p\ E Wi ̂  xj g e + pi É W\ = X | n,(«,n) á *(«, s), 0 S «, v á ri

^ e + P< ¿ IF, è X | «,(«, ti) = w(w, »), Og«,t ^rl .

(3.26)

Since, by (3.18)

A(s(y,\))(s(y,\)y'2 = o(h(\)),

t(y, X) ^ cX + (y - e)A(X) + 1

X —» oo,

for sufficiently large X.

Combining (3.21)-(3.26) we have

(3.27)

/ »(y.X) "i /  í(v.X) \

P j   E   tF< à X| E(x, y, k, X)|  è P j   E   TFî = X|  - e

^P{P(X) áí(y,X) - 1} -e

(K(\) - c\ )

l     A(X) Í
Together with (3.24) this implies

P

(3.28)

E Xi - «A

/(A)
^ x &

P(X) - cX

A(X)
= 3-

2=P

E *. - ak
,=0

/(A)

(P(X) - cX

I     *(X) }-
úy-t> - 3é.

If x, y is a continuity point of F(x)-G(y) we get as A—>c°, X—>», e | 0,

t

E *. - aA

liminf P
{      /(A)

= x&
P(X) - cX

A(X)
= ? ^F(x)-G(y).
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In a similar way one obtains the same upper bound for

[April

lim sup P

E Xi - ak
i-0

fix)
^x&

K(\) - c\

A(X)
úy

thus completing the proof.

In the next section we shall make use of the law of large numbers and a

theorem concerning limit distributions for Markov chains in a form slightly

more general than usually given. We formulate it below for finite Markov

chains. As in §2 let Z0, Zi, • • • be a finite, irreducible Markov chain with

state space {0, 1, • • • , r} and stationary probability q(j) oí state j, and let

A0, Xi, • • • be a sequence of random variables satisfying (2.1). We introduce

(3.29)

(3.30)

(3.31)

and

(3.32)

where

(3.33)

xdFj(x),
-00

r

c =JZ qijiN,
y-o

o-j =  I      (x- C)2dFj(x)

a   = JZ ?(/Vy + 2 E E 0»yo + mok — mjk)q(j)q(k)(jjtj - C)(jut - C)
y-o y-i *=o

r r       r

= E °ij)°-j - 2 E E ?0')0*y - C)mikq(k)(jik - C)
y-o y—o *—o

m<J = E nP{Zn = j, Zk 9± j for láAg«-l|Zo= ¿}

= Expected first passage time from i to _/.

The equality of the two expressions for a2 in (3.32) follows from the fact

Ey-o î(i)(My — C) = 0. Notice that m{¿ can be computed by means of sections

4.4.7 and 5.1 (pp. 79 and 102) of [10].

Lemma 3. If the integrals (3.29) converge absolutely, then with probability 1,

(3.34) lim

JZXi
»-0 = C.

If in addition o-*< œ,   j = 0, ■ ■ ■ , r, then
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(3.35) lim P\
t-»«o

E Xi - AC
t-0

rA1'2
*(a*) =- f'tr*'*di.

(2t)1'2  J_m

(7/<r = 0, (3.35) means that its left hand side without the factor a tends to zero in

probability.)
Let U¡>\ Uy\ • • • be independent random variables, each with distribution

function Fj(x). If there exist a¡> O, constants C¡and distribution functions G ¡(x)

such that for O^/^r,

(3.36)

with

E uT - Ac,
lim P

ay, = ay, =

k"i
5= X = G¡(x)

= a,-, =   max a,- = a*),
OèJér

(but a, <aif j not one ofjy, • • • , j,) and if

(3.37)

then(*)

(3.38)  lim P

1
a > — in case at least one C, ^ 0,

2

E Xi - a E qij)Q
t-o y=o

S x GjMqifi))-*)* ■ ■ •*Gy1(*(î(;.))-).

Proof. (3.34) is proved exactly as Theorem 2 or 6 in [l]. Similarly (3.35)

is proved as the central limit theorem in [4], [l] or [ll]. The expression for

a2 in (3.32) was given in [l]. (3.38) we prove again only if some Cy^O. Let

nk(j) = number of indices i, O^i^A, for which Zi=j. Then, with

(3.39)

1 (3      a        1\
— < S = mini — , — + — 1 < min(l, a),

lim P{ | nk(j) - q(j)k |   > AJ} = 0

and consequently, with probability close to one,

E Xi - k ¿ q(j)C, = É E iXi - Ci) + Bk>
t-o y-o y=o (y)

where Eo> runs °ver those i^k for which Z<=j and |ô| ¿1. By (3.39) how-

ever A_aEo) iXi — Ci) has the same limiting distribution as
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(3.40) A-«|     E    Ut   -iq(j)k + k)C¿

(compare the argument leading to (2.13) from (2.4)). Since the limiting dis-

tribution of (3.40) is Gj(x(q(j))-") if a,■. = a and F(x) (cf. (2.16)) if a¡<a, (3.38)

follows.

Remark 1. For applications it is useful to have the following generaliza-

tion. Instead of (2.1) assume there exist distribution functions Fitj(x) such

that

P{ A0 Ú xo, Xi è Xi, • ■ • , Xk á ** I Zo «= jo, Zi = ji, Z2 = j2, • ■ • }

(3.41) *

•-0

I.e., given the Z's the A's are independent but now the distribution of A,-

depends on Z, and Zi+i,

P{ Xt á * | Zi «=■ j',-, Z,+1 = ;i+i} = FUJi¥1(x).

Put

Fi(x) = P{A, g «| Zi =j} = Ep{Z,+i = k\Zi=j}Fj,k(x).
t-o

With this definition one can prove by a somewhat more complicated argu-

ment that (3.36) implies (3.38) whenever a > 1/2.

Remark 2. Obviously only slight modifications are necessary to allow

normalizing functions ka>L¡(k), L¡ slowly varying, in (3.36).

4. Applications to M«arkov and semi-M«arkov chains. We assume as in

§3 that F0, Fi, • • • is an irreducible, recurrent Markov chain with state

space the integers and n step transition probabilities P$. Y(t) is defined by

(3.3) and (3.1)-(3.4) are assumed to hold. It was proved in [4] (cf. also [l]

or [3]) that there exists a set of finite, positive numbers {pi} such that

£*"

(4.1) lim—--£.
JT--     "       (») pi

¿^ Pa
n-l

The stationary probabilities of the imbedded Markov chain Z0, Z\, • • • (cf.

(3.8)-(3.12)) are then given by [3]

(4.2) 5(M) = _^L_.

JZpi.
v-0

We first discuss occupation times for semi-Markov chains and specialize
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later to obtain results for ordinary Markov chains. Put

if/e/

if/$ J

(4.3) P(/)={J       if^/=U/i, ••-,>},

and consider

(4.4) ß(\) =  f  U(Y(t))dt = time spent in J up till X.
J 0

An ingenious argument of Takács makes Lemma 2 applicable to this prob-

lem. The following lemma is Lemma 2 in [16]. Notice that it has nothing to

do with the semimarkovian character of the F process. Takács simply proved

the events between braces in the left and right hand side of the equation in

Lemma 4 to be identical (cf. (3.1), (3.8) and (3.15) for the definitions of Tu

and P(X)).

Lemma 4 (Takács).

KCK-x)1  KÇK-x) \

|íWál|   =   I     E     Trt*xj

Before formulating the first theorem we want to indicate how Lemma 3

can be used to verify conditions (4.6) and (4.7) of this theorem. Pr< is the

time spent in / during the (i + l)st visit to /. If Z0, Zy, • • • is the imbedded

Markov chain with state space J (cf. (3.9)) then the distribution of Tri de-

pends on the value of Z¿ only. Given Zi=ju the distribution function of TTi

is HJu(t) and TTi is independent of { TTj;j^i\. Hence by Lemma 3 it suffices

for (4.6) that

limJP

Au)

Ep:
t-0

< X

A««

exists for w = 0, 1, • • • , r where U¡"\ i = 0, 1, • • • , are independent random

variables each with distribution function H¡Jf). In other words (4.6) will be

satisfied if the Hju(t) belong to a suitable domain of attraction. Similarly Wi

is the time spent outside J between the ith and (* + l)st visit to J. Its dis-

tribution depends on the values of Z¿_i and Z, only. Given that Z,_i =/„ and

Zi=jv, Wi is independent of \W¡; j^i] and its distribution function,

Fu,„(x) say, does not depend on i. Since (4.7) is equivalent to

/ [»*(X)1 + 1 -\

lim Pi     E     Wi-Z Û  = G(y),
*-»"       (.      i=0 i

we see that (4.7) will follow from Lemma 3 (applied to the chain of pairs

(Z,_i, Zi)), if
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lim P

JZwl
>=o

(«.»)

A"»'

exists for u, v = 0, 1, ■ • ■ , r, where the Wf'v) i = 0, 1, • • • , are independent

random variables with distribution function FUiV(x). By Remark 1 to Lemma

3 it even suffices, in case maxa„>l/2, if for w = 0, 1, • • • , r

JZWi
(u)

lim P

exists, where IFJu), i = 0, 1, • • •   are independent random variables with

P{W™ û x} = P{Wi á x\ Zi_i=j»}.

A slightly different method for finding the limiting distribution of JZWi is

used in the example at the end of this section. That method can be used

whenever the Y process has a finite state space.

Theorem 1. If there exist functions f(k) and h(\) of the form (2.2), (2.3),

satisfying

(4.5)

and if

(4.6)

and

(4.7)

then, for D< =o

Í  0(X)
(4.8)     lim P{-

hm-= Ö s oo
x-«      X

lim P

Er,

/(A)

s yl
x—     U(X)       )

= F(x)

G(y)

1/(A(X)) 4- I    P(xy-»(1 - xD)-^)dG(y)    if x < D~\
J 0-

ifx> D~\

(D-1=oo if D = 0). If D =oo and(7) F(0-+) = G(0+) = 0, then

(7) If F(0 + ) and G(0 + ) are strictly less than one, it follows already from (4.6) and (4.7)

that F(0 + ) = G(0 + ) = 0. This is therefore only a minor restriction.
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1 in probability (X —» » ).

Proof. By Lemma 4

(4.10) f^U4 =V(A(X)) -   Í
p<-= *;

V(A(X))

iC(X-»/(A(X))

E     rr<
t-0

I     /(*(X)) J

Let us call iV(X) =K(\-xf(h(\))). By (4.7), the fact that P(X) is a monotonie

function of X, and (2.3) one has for x<P_1.

(N(\)       )
lim P {-^ ziy\  = G(y(l - xD)-+)
X-.«      (A(X)        ;

and, by Lemma 2

lim     P
I /(A)

Using Lemma 1 one obtains

N(\)

Err<
i-O

< ^

y T

A(X)
= F(«)-G(y(l -xD)-i>).

lim P^
X—»oo l/(*(X))

s z
/I   00

F(zy-*)ifi(y(\ - xD)-f)
0-

/» 00

P(zy-a(l - xD)-^)dG(y).
a—

Putting z = x, the first part of (4.8) follows while the second part follows if

* Î D-\
To prove (4.9), we note that always

|8(X)
0 < -^ ^ 1,

while for 0<x<l

'fT-H
K(X(l-i))

E   rri
1-0

< X

i/(A(X(l - *))) -    /(A(X(1 - *)))
0

(X-»«>) because X{/(A(X(l-x))))-1->0 and P(0+) =G(0+) = 0.
Remark. Clearly, Lemmas 1 and 2 allow us to treat also the case where

(4.6) and (4.7) are replaced by
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lim P\
t—»00

E Tu - ak
»-0

bk"
= F(x)

and

(A(X) - cX ̂
lim P<-
x^»      (      ¿X? }-

G(y)

with ac5^0, 0<a<l, 1/2 <ß<l. We shall not write out the results explicitly.

The reader may easily find the appropriate limit distributions for such a case

by using the tables on pp. 536, 537 in [16]. Theorem 1 was proved by Takács

[16] if Y(t) can take only two values and if

PiJ   =
0 1

1 0

i.e. if the two states alternate. Lamperti [13] considered also 2 states only,

with

\P<À\ =
P    1

One may consider the random variables IF, somewhat unpleasant to work

with, since they only represent the time spent outside J. If, however, /3(X)/X

tends to some constant a, 0^a<l, in probability then one may replace IF¡

by 7Vi + Wi. Instead of ß(X) one may even consider more general random

variables in this case. This will be done in the next theorem.

Let V(j) be a function which equals zero whenever j outside J= {jo, • • • ,jr}

and define the following quantities (if the appropriate integrals exist) :

(4.11) C = E qi*)V(ju),        (q(u) as in (4.2)),
u-O

(4.12) o-2 = JZ q(u)(V(ju) - C)2 - 2 É E ?(«)(^0".) ~ C)miu,iv(V(j,) - C)
«=0 u—0 n=0

with mij as in (3.33),

/I  00

xdHiu(x),
0

r

(4.14) í = Eí(«K
u-O

(4.15) o-\ =  f "(V(ju)x - B)2dHiu(x),
J o

0 = u = r,

0 á u g r,
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and

(4.16) p2 = ¿ q(u)oi - 2 E E ?(«)(*«. - B)mju,hq(v)(pv - B)
u—0 u—0 v—0

with mi,j as in (3.33).

Instead of Wi we now introduce

'•-i

(4.17) IFo=lFo    and    IF, =   E  Tj, i > 1,
i-H -I

and define MÇK) by

Af(X) Af(X)+l

(4.18) ¿2Wi<\ú E w7.--
1=0 t—o

M(X) + 1 is the number of visits to / of the Y(t) process up till time X.

As for checking condition (4.20) of the next theorem, the remark which

was made before Theorem 1 concerning (4.6) and (4.7) applies almost word

for word. Sometimes one can also find the limiting distribution of MÇX) from

that of |8(X). In fact if the integrals in (4.13) converge and

B' = ¿?(«)  f   xdHiu(x),
u-0 J 0

then, by (3.34), with probability one

£u(Yr,)Tri

0á«áf,

t'-0
lim-► B'.
¡t->oo A

Consequently, also (compare [l, p. 405])

0(X)
lim-— = B  with probability 1
X-.« M(\)

and

lM(X)        ) (ß(\) )
(4.19) lim P<^^- <y\  = lim P{- < B'y\ .

x—      lA(X) /       x—     U(X)  ~       j

Theorem 2. If V(f) vanishes outside J— {jo, ■ • ■ , jr} and

(M(\)        )
(4.20) limP^—— ^y^ = G(y)

X-.«      { h(\) )

for some function A(X) of the form (2.3), then for C^0
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(4.21) lim P

AT(X)

E V(Yr%)
1-0

Ä(X)

(G(xC~l)

tl - G(xC~1)

ifOO,

ifC<0,

and if the integrals in (4.13) converge, for Bt^O

f  V(Y(t))dt
J o

(4.22)       lim P
A(X)

< x
íG(xB~l) if B > 0,

ll - G(xB-i)       if B < 0.

If (4.20) holds and if for some 0^ö<1

/3(X)
(4.23)

then

(4.24)

* a iw probability (X —> «> )

lim P
x->«

Af(X)

E F(Fr<) - M(X)C
i=0

o-[h(\)Y'2
< X f°d>(xy-u2)dG(y)

J 0-

wAere a2 is given by (4.12) (with the same convention as in (3.35) if <r = 0).

// iw addition to (4.20) arad (4.23) ¿Ae integrals in (4.13) and (4.15) cora-

converge, then

(4.25)       lim P
X-»«o

f  V(Y(t))dt- M(\)B
do

= f°<p(xy-u2)dG(y)
P[h(\)]"2

where p2 is given by (4.16) (m¿A ¿Ae same convention as in (3.35) if p = 0).

Proof. By Lemma 3

E V(Y„)
i-0

->c

with probability one. This, together with (4.20) implies (4.21) by the corol-

lary to Lemma 1. Similarly, if the integrals in (4.13) converge

JZViYrjTn
-> B

with probability one. Consequently
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M (X)-l

E    V(Yrt)Tri

--*B
M(\)

and

Ma)

E V(Yr0Tu
*-°->P.

M(X)

It follows that(8)

F(Fjii(X))PAf(X) F(Fjlf(X))PAT(X)
-> 0   and-> 0

M(X) A(X)

in probability. Since (|ö| ^1)

/>X Af(X)—iV(Y(t))dt=    E   FÍF^P^ + eFÍF^aOPAftx,,
0 i=0

(4.22) follows again from (4.20) and the corollary to Lemma 1. Let us finally

prove (4.25). The proof of (4.24) will then be clear. First we show that condi-

tions on M(X) can be replaced by conditions on P(X). From (4.18) and the

definition of /3(X) we have

Jlf(X)

(4.27) T,Wi + ß(\)e\
t-0

and thus for any e>0

M(X) = P(X - jS(X) + e).

On the other hand, again from (4.18)

Af(X)+l

(4.28) E   Wi^\-ß(\)
t'-O

which combined with the above gives

(4.29) P(X - ß(\)) = M(X) = P(X - ß(X) + e).

Since ß(X)fX-+a in probability we have for any £>0

(4.30) lim P{P(X(1 - a - e)) = M(X) = P(X(1 - a + e))} =1
X-.»

and this combined with (4.20) shows

(') Actually one can prove from renewal theory, that lim*.«, P {\ß(\) — 2~IÍjiX) F( Yr/jT^\

'¿A } = 0, uniformly in X if the integrals in (4.13) converge.
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(4.31) lim P
X-.«o (.

|A(X(1 - a))

A(X)
= y} = G(y).

Using Lemma 3, one has, if the integrals in (4.13) and (4.15) exist,

(4.32) lim P

EF(Fri)Pri-A5
1=0

pk1/S
S  X = 4>ix),

and thus, by Lemma 2, (4.30), (4.31),

(4.33)

lim     P\
*-*<* ; X—»<*

En^r.-M

p/fe1/2

M(\)
^ x &-    -ay

ËF(Fri)Pr,-^P

=      lim     P
l-*«o ; X—»«

Lemma 1 shows then

pk1/2
g  X&

A(X)

A(X(1 - a))

A(X)
áyl=*(*)-G(y).

(4.34)

lim P^
X-.»

Af (X)—1

E   F(Fr,.)Pr,.-M(X)P
i-0

,[A(X)]1/2

= lim P

JZ V(Yr,)Tri - M(X)B
¿=o

>[A(X)]1/2

|=J   *(xy-1/2;)dG(y).

Notice that we do not know a priori the equality of the first and second

member of (4.34) but obtain from Lemma 1 that both equal the third mem-

ber. If we now take

Y if) = U(j) = characteristic function of J (cf. (4.3))

then we obtain from the equality of the first and second member in (4.34)

and the fact T.-^O, that(8)

U(Ym<.\))TM(\) V(Ym(\))TM(\) ,   ,...
-> 0    and -> 0 in probability.

A(X) A(X)

This, together with (4.26) and (4.34) proves (4.25).

Theorem 2 extends the results of [2] to F's which are not necessarily

non-negative. The main interest of (4.24) and (4.25) is undoubtedly when C,

respectively B equals zero. If we apply (4.25) to the function W(j) which

vanishes outside J but equals V(j)—B/B' on J, we obtain
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lim P

r v(Y(t))dt - ß(x) -
J o B

Q- T
>'[A(X)]1/2

s a; =  f   ¿(*r1/2)dG(y)
I      «z o

where p'2 is the expression in (4.16) computed for W.

By the techniques of this theorem one can of course also get limits like

"   0-

F(xy-")dG(y)

in (4.25) if the integrals in (4.15) and or (4.13) diverge and if instead of

(4.32)
k

¿ZV(Yri)Tri -kB
t-0

— úxlim P\
/(A)

= F(x).

An interesting special case of Theorem 2 arises when Y(t) is actually a

Markov chain with no instantaneous states. In this case, the distributions

Hj(x) are exponential distributions and the integrals in (4.13) and (4.15)

converge automatically. Moreover, under the conditions of Theorem lin [2 ]

(4.35) lim Pi—- gi= Ga(x)
x^»     lx-Z(X)        J

fl(X)

X-»      \\aL(X)

for some 0^a = l and slowly varying L, where

1     fx   »    (-i)y-i
(4.36) Ga(x) =- E -:-sinTajT(aj + l)/'"1*

ira J o    y=i        /!

is a Mittag-Leffier distribution. When a<l, (4.35) implies (4.23) with a = 0,

and together with (4.19)

M(X)Í M(X) )
\-— á *> - G„(xP').
IX-L(X) I

lim P<^-— <
(XaL(X)

This makes Theorem 2 directly applicable. E.g., one obtains

(4.37)    lim P

f  V(Y(t))dt- M(X)B
J n

pIx-lí»]1'*
< =  [°°<t>(x(B'yl2y-ll2)dGa(y).

J n—

Even if a=l, L = constant (4.35) is useful to find the distribution of KÇX).

In this case

ß(X) M(X)       1
-* 1    and —> — in probability.

XL XL B'
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This implies, by (4.30),

K(\)

B'(l - L)
in probability.

Another, very interesting special case is the case where Hj(t) assigns proba-

bility one to t = 1 for all j. This means that

(4.38) 1 = To = Ti = T2 = with probability one,

i.e., the Y(t) process is equivalent to a discrete time Markov chain. We for-

mulate the consequences for this case in the next theorem. We shall assume

the condition of [2 ]

(4.39)
(1 - *)»    ^    M „

lim
.Ti 1(1/(1-«)) "o

JZp00   2 t*

for some 0 |a ^ 1 and slowly varying function L(x) (po is the same as in (4.1).

As long as the limit in the left-hand side of (4.39) exists and differs from zero

we can always make it po by multiplying L by an appropriate factor). It

was shown by Lamperti [12, Lemma 6.1] that (4.39) implies

lim
(1 - z)"      -      (B) „

¿ZPij* = Pi(4.40)
.ti £(i/(i-2)):

By the results of [2] we have therefore

M(\)
(4.41) lim P *y

X-L(X) E Pi,

= Ga(y)

since with (4.38) M(X) + 1 represent the number of visits to / in the first X

steps of the discrete time Markov chain.

Theorem 3. If V(j) vanishes outside J= {j0, ■ ■ • ,jr} and if (4.39) holds,

then with C and cr2 given by (4.11) awd (4.12)

(4.42)

awd

(4.43)

lim P\
x-»«>

E V(Yi)

X-L(X) E Pi.

Ga(xC~l) if C> 0,

Ga(xCl)       ifC<0,

(Ga(i

lim P\
X->«o

JZV(Yi) - M(\)C

(x"¿(A) E ¿yu)
1/2

S X
/I oo

4>(xy-
o-

ll2)dGa(y)
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(with the same convention as in (3.35) i/<r = 0).

For the proof we only need observe that

X-l M(K)

¿ZV(Yi) =   E V(Yri)
t-0 t'-O

and that (4.41) implies (4.23) with a = 0 if a<l, since ß(\.) = M(X) under the

condition (4.38). If a=l one can directly apply Lemma 1 since Gi(y) assigns

probability one to the value one. For the case where F0, Yy, ■ ■ ■ is the simple

random walk on the integers (i.e., P { Yi+y — F,- = +1} = P { Fi+1 — F¿ = — 1}

= 1/2) and C = 0 (4.43) was already proved by Dobrusin [ó].

Remark. If V(j) does not vanish outside the finite set / but only outside

an infinite set J' it is sometimes still possible to prove (4.42) or (4.43). M(X)

then of course represents the number of visits to /'. In fact, if

(4.44) E Ps < °°
y&r'

then the imbedded Markov chain Z' with respect to J' is positive recurrent

(by use of §6.2.3 of [10]). Thus, if in addition to (4.44) also

(4.45) lZpi\V(j)\   < »
ye/'

then, still

a-1 E v(YH) -» ( E Pi)1 E PiV(j) = c
i'=o \ ye./'     /     jeJ'

with probability one (Theorem 6 in [l]). This easily gives (4.42). Also (4.43)

(with the obvious change of the constants) can be shown to remain valid, if

in addition to (4.44) and (4.45) one has

(4.46) E    E (ma + *»<* — mjk)pjpk < <x>
ye/' ¡te/'

and

(4.47) E PiV'U) + Z   T, If*» + mik - mik)p,pk | V(j) \ \ V(k) \   < «
ieJ' ieJ'  kej'

where i is any (fixed) state in J' and m^ as in (3.33) with Z' instead of Z.

The proof is based on an approximation argument. Instead of on /', one

takes F different from zero on larger and larger finite subsets of J' and applies

(4.43). The error committed by this approximation is estimated by means of

Theorem 8 in [l].

As we pointed out before, for a semi-markovian process as defined by

Smith [15] the distribution of P< may depend on F¡ and Yi+1. In order to

apply our results one first has to introduce the auxiliary Markov chain

{ Y'i =(Yi, F,4i)}, in which case the distribution of P< depends on F< only.
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However, a finite set of states J of the Y' chain is then a set of pairs (i, j),

i'G^i, jG/2 where both J\ and J2 are finite. In such a case /3(X) would repre-

sent only the time spent up till X between transitions from Ji to J2. If the

whole state space is finite, one can of course take for J2 the collection of all

states. In all other cases, if one wants the time spent in Ji up till X, one needs

some condition which insures that the time spent between transitions from

Ji to the complement of J2 is small with respect to ß(X), for large J2. One

can then use an approximation argument by letting J2 increase to the whole

state space.

We shall also prove a theorem of a type different from the preceding ones.

Define

so < Si < s2 • ■ •

as the successive indices A for which Yk =jo for some fixed state jo, and put

M (A, X) = number of indices A = 1 for which

sk — sk-i ^ A    and   sk ^ X.

M(A, X) is the number of recurrence times of the state jo which are at least

A, up till X.

Theorem 4. // (4.39) is satisfied, then

(A"L(A)Y(1 - a) )
lim   lim P<-—-Jf(i4,X) = x\ = Ga(x).

a^«, x^»      \ \aL(\) )

Proof. Define independent, identically distributed random variables A< by

if Si — Si-i = A,

<A,

and let N(\) be the largest A with Sfc^X. Then

(I if Si — Si-i
* — i

KO       if Si — Si-i

M(A, X) = E Xi.
i=l

On the other hand, if

7m = E P{ Yn = jo, Yk^joioxl^k = n-l\Yo= jo},
n=m

then EX i = y a, while, as z Î 1 (cf. [8, Theorem 1, p. 243])

E imzm = «(i - z)-1 ( E *W ) ~ . ......—^
m-l \ »-0 / phL(l/(l   —  Z))

by (4.40). By Karamata's Tauberian theorem [7, p. 511 ]
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A

E?» Ai-"(phL(A)T(2 -a))"1

and, because 7m2í7m+i one can deduce (compare Hilfssatz 3, p. 517 in [7])

lim A"L(A)yA = (phT(l - «))"».

This implies of course for every e>0 and sufficiently large A (say A ^^4(e)),

E Xi
- = lim A"L(A)T(1 - a) —-

/>y„ *->» A

1 + e

with probability one. The theorem follows now immediately from (4.41).

Let us end with a simple

Example. Assume there are 4 states for the F,- chain, say 0, 1, 2, 3. This

can also serve as a model for a semi-Markov chain with 2 states where the

distribution of P.- depends on F¿ and Fi+1. For, if F¿ has 2 states, then there

are 4 states for the process F/ = ( Fj, F,+i) of pairs. The transition probability

matrix P should belong to an irreducible Markov chain such that the station-

ary probabilities go, Si, ?2, <Zs are aH positive. Let (3.1) and (3.2) hold with

distribution functions satisfying

lim i«í(1 - Hj(t)) = Aj * 0,
(4.48)

0 < aj < 2,       / = 0, 1, 2, 3.

If Uf, Uî\ • ■ ■ is a sequence of independent random variables, each with

distribution function H¡(x), then by (4.48) and [9, Theorem 5, p. 181, Theo-

rem 2 and footnote, p. 175], one has

Ec (;)

lim P\
t—»»

lim P\
x—»

lim P

A1'*'
= x   = Faj(x)        ifay<l,

Zu-
i-0

U)

1
Bj(k)-k

= X \ = Fi(x) ifay=l,

E P.0" - CyA
i-0

A1'0"'

Fa^x)        if ay > 1

where Faj(x) is some stable law of order a,-,

lim (log A)_1Py(A) exists
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Cj =   f   xdHj(x)        if a} > 1.
J o

We consider now

ß(\) = occupation time of / = (0, l} up till time X.

Define r<, IF,-, K(\) as in (3.8) and (3.13)—(3.15). From Lemma 3 we obtain

the limiting distributions of Ef-o Tu, E*-o W« and hence A^(X). Theorem 1

then gives the limiting distribution of |3(X). Take, for example

(4.49)

Then, by Lemma 3,

1        1        1
— = — > — > max
a2 OLl OLl («•=)■

lim P\

JZTn

A1'«
Ú x -'-(■(*m

Also, if U(j) is the characteristic function of /= {O, l} (cf. (4.3)) then by

Lemma 3

(4.50)       lim P

But

E r,(i - u(Yi))

k1"»
< x = Fat(xqr1l'»)*Fa,(xqrUa').

m(*)-l * m(k)

JZ   WiúJZ Ti(l - U(Yt)) ̂ JZ Wi
i-0 »—0 t'-O

where m(k) is the number of indices i, O^i^A, for which YíClJ. Therefore

m(k)
-* îo + ?i

with probability one and with (4.50)

(4.51)   lim P
t->«o

JZWi

kil°
< x -<<-iñ"i<<^n

Consequently
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É w-
ÍK(X)       ) I fo     '

lim P<—^ ^y} = lim P - ^ y-11"'
I Xa»   '     j       x—        y1/a*Xx->»

- 1-p-(^*'"(iir)""),F-(r"''(?Ti;)""*) -cw-say-

Putting /(A) = A1/al, A(X)=Xa« one has

/(A(X))
P = lim —— = lim X«/*'-1 = 0.

x->«       A x->»

Thus, by Theorem 1,

It is possible to compose a table, similar to the one in [16] for the many

other relations between a0, ay, a2, a% which can come instead of (4.49).
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